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mm systems are defined as electronic software and hardware systems that help patients take their medication, track that information, and communicate any problems with their medications to their healthcare providers. specialized technologies and systems offer support to individuals with cognitive impairments and decline due to age-related conditions and illnesses.
many of these technologies are used by older adults with cognitive impairments to compensate for limitations and may also be useful for individuals who do not have any age-related conditions and cannot benefit from health information technology. technologies that improve memory, delay certain signs of cognitive decline, and support social contact are particularly

relevant for this population. home-based systems that allow the delivery of cognitive or social support to individuals with cognitive impairments and decline include specialized home monitoring equipment as well as automated technologies. home monitoring systems include a variety of sensor technologies for monitoring physiological, physical, and cognitive conditions.
home monitoring can be used for the general monitoring of individuals' physical and cognitive health and in cognitive training. home monitoring systems offer monitoring and intervention capabilities via telephone or mobile technology. automated home-monitoring systems are linked to computers, smartphones, or other computer and information technology that

automatically deliver cognitive exercises or other forms of intervention. other technologies and systems are specialized to the needs of individuals with cognitive impairments and decline and include the following: portable systems that provide physical mobility support for individuals who cannot walk (e.g., walker or wheelchair); systems that provide adaptive equipment
that allows individuals with cognitive impairments or decline to interact with their environments; technologies that support communication for individuals with cognitive impairments; and systems that prevent “wandering,” which is generally defined as leaving one’s home without direct supervision and can be a problem for individuals who suffer from depression and

cognitive impairments. in addition, technologies that prevent wandering can be combined with technologies that prevent falls or other health-related hazards to increase the safety and independence of individuals with cognitive impairments and decline.
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another domain where technology offers promising diagnostic and screening measures involves the
evaluation of cognitive status in older adults. many individuals over age 50 have some cognitive impairment,
but there is limited understanding of the nature and causes of this impairment and how it affects dementia

screening. however, it has been estimated that up to half of patients with dementia are diagnosed when they
were asymptomatic (cummings, 2004), and the majority of patients are undiagnosed until they exhibit milder

symptoms. as this population grows in number and the sources of cognitive impairment change, the
proportion of patients with dementia who are diagnosed at more advanced stages of cognitive impairment is

expected to grow. systematic screening for cognitive impairment can help to avoid delays in diagnosis,
identify patients at risk for future cognitive decline, and reduce costs and caregiver burden by allowing earlier
dementia diagnoses and initiation of intervention (mintzer et al., 2005). measures of cognitive ability can be

accessed via questions that present a series of items on a screen that represent common everyday activities,
and which are generally more accessible to patients than the visual and cognitive tests currently used by

physicians to evaluate memory and attention (mintzer et al. a wide variety of tests are available for screening
and assessing cognitive abilities in various ways (doherty and bennett, 2004), including the blessed

orientation-memory-concentration test, the mini-mental state examination, and the clinical dementia rating
scale (kolb et al., 2006). despite the many positive attributes of these tests, concerns about their reliability,
effectiveness, validity, and feasibility have limited their use (mintzer et al. computer-based cognitive tests
may be especially useful for screening due to their wide availability, reliability, and ease of administration.

computer-based cognitive tests can provide at-home data collection via a variety of means including low-cost,
non-portable, internet-based, phone-based, and hand-held devices (mintzer et al. 5ec8ef588b
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